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PRESIDENTIAL POINTS
Happy New Year, y’all! For many of us,
this season brings school term endings and
beginnings, as well as the call for a ‘fresh
start’ in our personal lives.
Do you also make resolutions about your
professional life for the new year?
As 2018 begins, please share your
favorite sources for library inspiration –
authors, websites, memes, or social media
– so that we may collect them and draw
upon them when our good intentions and
resolutions need a boost (days of darkness
can come upon us, whatever the season).
Whether you are planning to attend
the IASL Annual Conference in Istanbul,
Turkey, in early May or the virtual
conference online in late May or both,
I hope we can chat together about the
inspirations that keep us working to bring
school libraries and qualified librarians to
the world’s children.
I continue to call upon each IASL
member to share resources found and best
practices proven effective (because “all of
us” will always be smarter than each of us
alone).
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Another year, another opportunity to
learn and grow!

Yours in school librarianship,
Katy Manck
President, International Association of
School Librarianship
Katy.Manck@gmail.com

AWARDS & GRANTS

Applications for the following grants and awards are due to the
Secretariat by 1 February 2018.
Jean Lowrie Leadership Development Grant
Ken Haycock Leadership Development Grant
Diljit Singh Leadership Development Grant
Takeshi Murofushi Research Award
IASL Books for Children
For more information about awards and the application process,
please see the IASL Grants and Awards page at iasl-online.org/
awards or contact Laura Davis at laura@penman-winton.com.
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A Busy Year for ISLM in October 2017
BY BREEGE O’BRIEN, ISLM COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON

A

very busy year for the
ISLM team has almost
drawn to an end. The
final batch of reports that came
in from participating schools
by the Nov. 30th deadline
have been uploaded to the
ISLM web page; they show the
vibrant school library culture in
place in countries around the
world and the wonderful work
being done by school librarians and teacher-librarians. See
individual school reports at:
https://www.iasl-online.org/
ISLM-2017-Projects. The team
will shortly undertake a review
of ISLM 2017. We welcome
feedback on your ISLM experience and input on how we can
make it better for you. Please
email us at: clebrateschoollibraries@gmail.com with your
suggestions and ideas.
We would like to thank
Veronika Kaman, coordinator

for ISLM in Hungary, and Urša
Bajda, Slovenian coordinator for
ISLM 2017, for their support for
participants in their respective
countries and for liaising with
the ISLM team on their behalf.
Finally, a special thanks to Laura Davis, the IASL web master,
for all her assistance with getting information materials and
school reports uploaded to the
ISLM web page.
The ISLM team welcomes
Ms. Ramandeep, from Punjab,
India, who recently joined
the group. There are members
on the team from India, USA
(Texas), Zimbabwe and Ireland.
Members from other countries
or other parts of the world
would be most welcome. For
more information contact us at:
celebrateschoollibraries@gmail.
com.

Children around the world participate in various festivities and the
bookmark exchange in celebration
of International School Library
Month. See the IASL website for a
full listing of ISLM activities.
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Indian School Library Association Meets
BY MADHU BHARGAVA

T

he historic three-day International
A pre-training study “School Libraries in
Leadership Skills Training WorkIndia: A statistical Review” was released
shop for Indian School Librarians
at the inaugural session by the chief guest,
was organised Indian School Library
Ms Ingrid Bon. Dr Nitesh Bansal, RegisAssociation (to be registered) in collabotrar, GD Goenka University felicitated the
ration with the International Federation
guests and vote of thanks was proposed by
of Library Associations and Institutions
the Administrator, G. D. Goenka Educa(IFLA), UN, Netherlands and G. D. Gotion City, Major Kartikeya Sharma.
enka University( NCR, Gurgaon, Delhi).
The workshop has been conceived as a
It was also supported by International
Capacity Building Leadership Training
Association of School Librarianship (IASL, Programme for School Librarians of India.
USA) and the National Library of SingaSchool libraries and School Librarianship
pore. The workshop was inaugurated at G
as a profession in India has not emerged as
D Goenka University, Gurgaon, Delhi on 4 a major profession in spite of having 1.5
October 2017.
million schools in India (according to a
Prof (Dr) Srihari, Vice Changovernment report) It has been
cellor, G. D. Goenka University “Honourable
in an isolated state for long,
opened the programme by
consequently resulting in slow
guests
welcoming the guests. All the
and professional development.
presented
dignitaries were honoured
The same has been the context
their
by the Director, Principal,
to collaborate with IFLA in
motivating
(Dr.) Neeta Bali by presenting
building Capacity for School
bouquets. The organiser and
Librarians of India
thoughts on
coordinator of the project,
DAY 1
leadership
Ms Madhu Bhargava, Dean of
Day one started with a self
and the
Libraries, G. D. Goenka World
introduction and by the trainimportance of
School presented the outline
ers Ms Ingrid Bon and Pramila
school library Gamage and an ice-breaking
of the programme. Ms Ingrid
Bon, Manager, Development
profession.”
session of the participants. ParProgrammes, IFLA who was
ticipants were divided into five
the chief guest at the inaugural
groups for the activities.
session presented her thoughts
• The Sessions started with
on the importance of libraries. Dr Ramesh team teaching technique to build the inC. Gaur, Librarian, Jawaharlal Nehru
terest among the participants. The module
University delivered the key-note address
on library /professional associations in
followed by Dr Moorttimatee Samantray
society and the role of professional associRath, Head, LDD, NCERT, Mr Sanjay K.
ations and how it differs from unions was
Bihani, Library & Information Officer,
discussed. Participants were encouraged
Ministry of External Affairs and IFLA
to participate in group activities which
Chair for Regional Standing Committee
helped to analyse the role of a Library
for Asia and Oceania, and Ms Amarjeet
association in any country.
Gill, National Library Board, Singapore.
• In the afternoon session, components
Among other distinguished guests were
of Library association and how to form
Ms Tay Ai Chang, Deputy Chief Executive, effective committees were discussed. Key
National Library Board, Singapore and
leadership positions within a LA and its
several heads of schools, Deans of G. D.
importance was highlighted. Associated
Goenka University, Dr Suku Bhaskaran,
interactive sessions followed later on.
Director, Dr Narendar Sharma, Assistant
• These were an eye opening sessions
Registrar of G. D. Goenka World Institute
with clarity of objectives for establishing
were present as distinguished guests. Hon- an association and its governing body.
ourable guests presented their motivating
Each participant gave feedback on the sesthoughts on leadership and the imporsions in one word and ended in collating
tance of school library profession. The
twenty apt adjectives.
present endeavour was much appreciated.
IASL NEWSLETTER
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DAY 2

Day two of the ‘Building Strong Library
Association’ was extremely engaging day.
It was a simulation day. After the review
of the previous day, a shadow association
was created by the participants under the
guidance of trainers and throughout the
day the team researched various successful library associations of the world and
produced first draft on:
• Vision and mission statements of the,
to be born association.
• Together they worked in groups on creating objectives and aims based on vision
and mission.
• The groups researched various successful associations of the world and worked
in groups to define the vision and mission
of a Library Association to come into existence. They also discussed different aspects
of planning circles and stages. SWOT
Analysis was conducted as an activity in
groups to find out the strengths and limitations while forming associations. Session
also imparted how to define job roles and
to manage people.
Afternoon session dealt with the planning terminologies, strategic plans, membership criteria on what, why and how.
The outcome of the day was strategic and
operational plan and it was evident that
together they are an excellent team to lead
school librarians of 1.5 million schools of
India.

DAY 3

A fruit bearing day indeed! It was
unimaginable for the participants that they
have created policies, Standard operating
procedures and de facto constitution of the
School Library Association.
• The team successfully defined vision
and mission of the association.
• Managing finance and budget
• Fund raising plan
• How to develop strategic relationships
and partnerships
• Election procedures
To conclude this workshop not only
empowered the participants with the
new skills to build an association but also
helped them identifying their dormant
skills which were honed well under the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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guidance of Ms Ingrid Bon and Ms Premila Gamage.

VALEDICTORY

All good things come to an end for yet
another to come. All the participants learnt
practical aspects to begin an association
on one hand and the other hand they were
emotionally charged to meet one another
face to face and to know each other.
A short and crisp valedictory programme was organised by the Coordinator,
Ms Madhu Bhargava, Dean of Libraries, G.
D. Goenka World School to distribute the
certificates and mementos to participants.
Honourable Vice Chancellor, G. D.
Goenka University, Prof. (Dr.) Shrihari
welcomed the special guests, the trainers
and participants. Bouquets were presented
to the special guests.
A three day report was read out by the
organiser and also participant of the project, Ms Madhu Bhargava.
Ms Ingrid Bon shared her experience as
a trainer to the audience that the participants were eager learners so much so that
she had to alter her training programme
into advance one. She took pleasure in
displaying the work executed by the workshop participants.
Dr. Neeta Bali, Director, Principal, G.
D. Goenka World School, falicitated the
Special Guests of the day, Dr R. K. Ahooja,
Prof. Economics, Govt. College Gurgaon,
Ms Sarita Ahooja, Headmistress, Delhi
Public School, Maruti Kunj, Gurgaon.
They also spoke good words for the accomplishment of the participants. Vote of
thanks was proposed by the Administrator
of G. D. Goenka Education City, Major
Kartikeya Sharma.
Thereafter all the participants received
the certificates sent by IFLA, Netherlands
and mementos to mark the collaboration
among IFLA, ISLA and G. D. Goenka
University. The programme ended with
National Anthem.
IASL NEWSLETTER

Children’s SIG collecting
“Authentic Voices” for project
BY KASEY GARRISON

A

t the Children’s and Young Adult
Literature SIG meeting at the
IASL Conference in August, we
had a large interested group of participants from many countries. We discussed
ideas for collecting a list of children’s
and young adult resources with Indigenous themes by Indigenous authors
and illustrators. The main point of the
conversation was to put a call out to IASL
members to compile a list of exemplary
Indigenous authors and illustrators from
the many countries and cultures represented in IASL. This list of resources
could become an ongoing bibliography
on the IASL website curated by the CYAL
SIG.
We are defining an “Authentic Voice” as
culturally genuine representations of Indigenous people and issues as portrayed
in texts and illustrations. An “authentic
voice” comes from someone (author,
illustrator) personally representing the
Indigenous culture themselves who has
personally experienced the distinct and
unique nuances and differences inherent to this Indigenous group. (Think
#ownvoices!) An example of a book
from Australia was launched on Indigenous Literacy Day on 6 September at
the Brisbane Writer’s Festival. Two Ways
4

Strong was written by The Deadly Mob,
a group of Australian Aboriginal students from Concordia Lutheran College
in Toowoomba, Queensland. This book
tells the story of the Indigenous students’
experiences leaving their communities
to attend boarding school, making this
book a great example sharing “Authentic
Voices” from one Australian Indigenous
community. Further, the publisher of this
book, the Indigenous Literacy Foundation, publishes similar books written and
illustrated by Indigenous children and
communities so it would be a great resource to use when seeking out “Authentic Voices” from Australia.
Do you have an author, illustrator
or publisher from your country who
represents an indigenous/native group?
Do you know of a great title you want to
share with the IASL community?
Please email your name and selection
of exemplary “Authentic Voices” from
your country, identifying the community/
culture and if it is an author, illustrator,
publisher, or text, and including the language when applicable, using the subject
heading, “IASL CYAL SIG Authentic
Voices Contribution,” to Laura Davis at
laura@penman-winton.com.
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The Tiger’s Nest - iconic temple in Bhutan.

A Wonderful Volunteer Experience in Bhutan
BY MARGO PICKWORTH

D

reams do come true! I recently
spent an amazing month in the
tiny Himalayan country of Bhutan,
volunteering with the Bhutan Canada
Foundation in their summer reading
program.
Bhutan is a small land-locked country
bordering on China to the north, India
to the south and Nepal to the east.
The nation recognizes ‘Gross National
Happiness’ that is, it professes that it is
necessary to combine both material and
spiritual development. These principles
and values are deeply embedded in the
consciousness of youth and in the school
culture. This results in a vibrant and
thoughtful democracy supported by strong
educational practices and effective social
services.
Bhutan is a kingdom with a young
King and Queen determined to raise
educational standards. English has been
selected as the language of instruction and
most subjects are now taught in English.
Bhutanese people are Buddhist and this
philosophy is reflected in every area of
life including architecture and traditions,
but more importantly in the kindness and
generosity of the people.
My volunteer experience was made
IASL NEWSLETTER

possible through the The Bhutan Canada
Foundation (BCF) which works to further
the development of Bhutan and its people
through programs that have a beneficial
impact on its educational and social
institutions. BCF aims to achieve its goals
through partnerships with the people
of Bhutan, carrying on a long-standing
tradition of Canadian and Bhutanese
knowledge exchange, cooperation and
goodwill.
Through the Bhutan Reading program
experienced teachers are selected for a
4-week school placement with the aim of
assisting elementary school children to
improve their English reading skills and
mentoring Bhutanese teachers, providing
them with the chance to learn from our
experience and skill base.
My plane journey took me from
Australia, through Singapore, Calcutta
then to Paro in Bhutan to land on one of
the most dangerous airstrips in the world.
Flanked by the steep Himalayas the skilful
pilots land planes through the mists into
the steep-sided valleys of the Himalayan
mountains. My school - Khangu Middle
School catering for students from Pre-K
to Grade 10 was based on the edge of Paro
surrounded by Himalayan mountains and
5

a small valley floor covered in rice paddies.
During my time I proudly wore national
costume – the kira, a long floor length
dress with an embellished pattern woven
into it and with a short open jacket-like
garment over the top. The volunteer
males wore ghos, a knee-length pattered
garment. I was assigned to assist in the
school library and was fortunate to work
closely with two wonderful and committed
women - Madame Tshering, the ‘teacher’
who had been assigned to the library and
Madame Sonam the ‘library assistant’. We
worked together on building and repairing
library shelving, repairing labelling and
organising the books into four sections –
fiction, non-fiction, Dzongkha (the native
language) and picture books. Our aim was
to improve access to the collection to be
able to cater for all students from Pre-K to
Grade 10.
It would seem that most schools in
Bhutan have a library and a document
entitled ‘Running the school Library’
written by the Ministry of Health and
Education provides guidance in basic
cataloguing and library management for
the mainly untrained staff who manage the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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school libraries.
Despite very large classes and the
absence of technology, students were
highly enthusiastic to listen to stories
read aloud in English and to select their
own books to take home. This reaffirmed
for me the extremely valuable role of the
school library in young children’s lives.
My young students had far better grasp of
English than I had of their local language
and we found many opportunities to laugh
together.
Despite many physical differences in
the collections and management systems,
we also discovered that we had many
similar problems – how can we encourage
our reluctant readers? How can we raise
the profile of the library throughout the
school? How can we build an effective
reading culture? Mobile phones are
becoming prolific in Bhutan, so we also
considered how to use mobile phone
technology in the library.
During my four weeks I met some
truly amazing and committed people.
Sonam Yudon who is employed at the
National Library of Bhutan is passionate
about libraries and the role they can play
in supporting the developing country of
Bhutan. She strongly believes in learning
from each other and has attempted to
organise two librarian symposiums in the
capital city of Thimpu. She is keen to seek
support from other international bodies
to extend the current limited professional
development opportunities. I hope that

Doing some cataloguing.

our contact will continue.
During my four weeks, perhaps I was
able to pass on a little of my knowledge,
however I believe that I learnt far more
about humility and the desire and ability
to do the best with the limited resources
that were on hand. It is hoped that the role
of the school library in Bhutanese schools
will continue to grow.

Grade 10 boys assisting to re-shelve.

Staff dressed in our ‘kiras.’

Book Distribution
Program for Seven
Orphan Homes - NASL
BY SHARADA SIWAKOTI

The Nepalese Association of School Librarians (NASL)
distributed books to seven orphan homes to develop
reading habit for Lifelong Learning as well as Independent
Learning on Monday 27th November, 2017 in Kathmandu,
Nepal.
There are 554 orphanages and 16000 orphans in Nepal.
The orphans living in the orphanages are HIV AIDS victims, Physically Disabled and Sexually Abused.
The books were supported by The Asia Foundation and
the Programme was organized by NASL.
IASL NEWSLETTER

From Left: Ms. Shameera Shrestha- Representative from The Asia Foundation; Mr.
Ian Young, Special Guest for the Program; Ms. Sulochana Sigdel- Vice President of
Democratic NGO Federation, Ms. Sharada Siwakoti- Chairperson, NASL and Uma
Ghimire- The Book Receiver, RUWON Nepal Orphanage Home.
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IASL 2018 Conference update from Turkey
BY AYSE YUKSEL-DURUKAN

T

he 47th Annual IASL Conference
and 22nd International Forum on
Research in School Librarianship
will take place in Istanbul, Turkey, on May
6-11 2018.
The Turkish Ministry of Education will
issue an invitation letter to all. For US
citizens who need a visa, the ministry will
give those names who have registered to
the Turkish consulate where you will be
applying to ease and hasten the procedure.
The important dates are, last call for

papers: January 12, 2018; abstract and
proposal submission with the deadline: February 9, 2018; notification of
acceptance: March 2, 2018; early bird
registration ends: March 9 , 2018; full text
submission: April 6, 2018. Final details and
registration will be on the website by 10th
of January. http://iasl2018.org/ .
May 6th will be workshop day with
Diane Oberg (respects and thanks to her
for accepting) discussing the guidelines.
We have a Bosphorus boat trip on May 7th

and a gala dinner and auction programme
during the week. Friday 11th will be day
for library visits.
When you are registering, all for early
bird people, your 5 day accomodation for
a double room will be free. Please arrange
a roommate. Details will be on the registration page.
Get informed, share the expertise and
enjoy Istanbul; we are expecting you all
here in Istanbul.

Lucky Me, Lucky You! GiggleIT writing projects
BY KATY MANCK

L

ucky Me, Lucky You! GiggleIT
writing projects in 2018
Four-leaf clover? Black cat?
Good luck or bad luck?
The GiggleIT Project invites your
students to create poems about lucky
things and write stories of the balance
between good fortune, bad luck,
and hard work in our 2018 Spotlight
Projects.
Visit the GiggleIT page at http://
IASL-online.org/advocacy/GiggleIT
for all the details about this free
project for global student writing
through school libraries, or contact the
IASL NEWSLETTER

GiggleIT Project team at IASL.Giggle.
IT@gmail.com.
Good luck and bad luck, hard work
and happenstance, proverbs and
perseverance – we look forward to
sharing your students’ poems and
stories with the world!
7
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Knowledge Conference at River Confluence: Croatia
BY VANJA JURILJ, CASL PRESIDENT

I

nternational School Library Month is
tives from the city and the county.
the time when the Croatian AssociaVanja Jurilj, the president of the Crotion of School Libraries organizes its
atian Association of School Libraries
annual national conference, and the latest,
reminded the audience what task school
which was the seventh edition, was held in libraries have in supporting the education
Karlovac and Ozalj from the 20th to 21st
system and striving to modernize it. She
October 2017.
announced that expert speakers would
The conference provided a wonderful
help us clarify the relationship between
opportunity to get acquainted with other
natural sciences in our society and the
towns, counties, and subsidiaries. In the
education system; what social environment
last seven years, our members have visited
is needed for making a step forward, and
Split, Zagreb, Vukovar, Zadar, Varaždin,
enhancing the quality of education and
Rijeka, and Karlovac. Across Croatia, from what is the school librarians’ role is, in the
the seashore to the river banks, school
process, were also part of the questions to
librarians meet to work and celebrate their be addressed.
profession – inquiring about their role
WORKING SESSION
while redefining it according to current
The opening lecture was presented by
trends, and advocating for the lasting
Diana Garašić, Ph.D., the former councilor
values of their line of work. They learn
for science and biology at the Croatian
from expert speakers, exchange opinions,
Education and Teacher Training Agency,
network, and foster friendships.
and presently GLOBE program coordiThe national conference entitled
nator who participated in the preparation
“Knowledge Conference at River Confluand implementation of PISA testing of
ence” was held in Karlovac, a city founded
scientific literacy in Croatia. She informed
in the 16th century as a fortified defense
us about the results and explained their
against the Ottoman invasion of Europe.
importance to our education system. As
The city still remembers the
we know, PISA tests do not
horrors of the latest war (1991focus on factual knowledge,
“The
1995). However, Karlovac thrives
but rather on students’ abilibeauty and
to show its best. This was obvious
ty to find and evaluate data
throughout our stay. We could see importance
and distinguish the imits residents working to rebuild
of the four
portant information from
what was destroyed and planning
rivers flowing the irrelevant. According
projects to prevent potential new
to PISA testing of scientific
through ...
disasters, by employing knowledge
literacy in 2015, a quarter
accentuated
and connection to nature.
of Croatian students are
the theme
The beauty and the importance
scientifically illiterate. We
of the four rivers flowing through
of the
are at the 6th position beKarlovac blended well or accentu- conference.”
low average, while only 0.4
ated the theme of the conference:
% of the students achieved
“The role of a school library in
the highest-level skill level. The results
supporting the natural sciences curricindicate insufficient reading and language
ulum.” The first session was held in the
skills. The students have problems with
Korana hotel conference hall, right by the
larger chunks of texts. Our students are
river bank.
used to copying answers directly from the
There were seventy-three school libraritext, so, when asked to explain, to express
ans present, along with the expert speakers their own opinion – they do not know
as well as publishers who exhibited their
how to articulate their thoughts. Integralatest products or wares at the conference
tion of curriculum subjects is insufficient
site.
– students are not able to recognize some
The conference was officially opened
physical process in biology, for example;
with the welcome address by Mrs.
applying knowledge in some new conGordana Šutej, the president of Karlovac
text, logical inference or evaluation of a
County Subsidiary, as well as representasubject matter is inadequate. Moreover,
IASL NEWSLETTER
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Croatian students do not find pleasure in
science (similar to students in Uruguay or
Russia). To conclude, our students are not
acquainted enough with scientific research
methodology and do not understand why
certain inquiries are presented in a certain
way, or the importance of controlled conditions, repeated samples, and sufficient
data for making valid conclusions.
Next speaker, Saša Ceci, Ph.D., physicist,
the scientific associate at Rudjer Boskovic
Institute, provoked our thoughts by asking
us to think deeply about these issues. The
self-proclaimed skeptic and promotor of
science, one of the founders of the Society for Promotion of Science and Critical
Thinking, presented a lecture entitled
‘’What is and Do We Even Need Critical
Thinking.’’ What is the influence of science
on society? He asked. None, unfortunately.
Ceci defines critical thinking as a way of
thinking that enables us to make conclusions and decisions which would be less
wrong than those popping up in our mind
spontaneously, with the goal to solve a
concrete problem. How can we solve a
problem? We should study it carefully,
understand what we are learning, make a
decision and apply knowledge, analyzing
the consequences of the decision, estimate
a new situation, and, if needed, change the
decision. If the solution is not functioning, we should go to the beginning. If it is
functioning, the problem is solved, but,
anyway, we should continue to analyze
and estimate. We should always bear in
mind that our experience and prejudice
can be impediments. People are not able to
perceive the reality perfectly, and often do
not understand the concept of probability.
Hopefully, when we face the same problem
next time, we will be able to solve it. How
to learn to pay attention? We alone will
not realize we are wrong, so there must be
some kind of supervision.
After Ceci’s inspiring lecture there was a
panel discussion on the position of natural
sciences in Croatian education system.
Compared to other European countries,
Croatian students have fewer periods of
scientific subjects; a teacher’s quota is 22
to 24 periods a week, usually working with
200 students. One teacher often works in
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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more than one school. Mrs. Diana Garašić
emphasized that extensive curriculum and
focus on the content obstruct active participation of students in the learning process.
Learning and teaching strategies, like
inquiry learning, experimenting or discussions, are exceptions rather than regular
practice in our schools. Inquiry learning
demands enough time, flexible curriculum and more autonomy for schools and
teachers. There is no doubt that innovative
approaches to learning and teaching are
needed, as well as the curriculum framework that will incite deeper understanding
and application of the basic concepts,
making connections, that is, integration
of different subjects. Higher counselor for
school libraries Mrs. Ana Saulačić reminded us that the task of Education and
Teacher Training Agency is participating
in the development and implementation of
the national curriculum. Croatian National
Education Standard from 2006 introduced
a program of Library and Information
Literacy and gave librarians and teachers
the possibility to connect contents of different subjects and create interdisciplinary
subjects.
Mrs. Slavenka Halačev spoke about global education trends in the last fifteen years.
After the economic crisis at the end of
the 80s, a global movement for education
reform grew. It was advocated through
strategies and interests of international
developing agencies, various donors, and
private advisors. It implies the application
of business world principles in education
systems. Education has become “goods”
and the success of a school depends on the
quality of service. In other words, the main
point of the global movement for education reform is standardization of teaching
and learning – meaning that the state
prescribes the expectations from students
and teachers, along with the evaluation
criteria. Reading, mathematical, scientific
and information literacies are the primary
goals of the education reform. Successful schools are rewarded, the others are
punished.
Dr. Ceci thinks that the education
cannot solve the crisis at hand, but rather
the economy. It is not true that there are
not enough students in STEM fields; it is
the economy that does not provide enough
IASL NEWSLETTER

well-paid jobs. In conclusion, he proposed
a dilemma: “What if you educate your
workers and they move to other countries?
What if you do not educate them and they
stay?”
The afternoon session started with a
lecture titled ‘’Constructivist Approach to
Teaching of Natural Sciences,’’ presented
by Mrs. Slavenka Halačev, editor, an expert
in pedagogy and didactics. She introduced
the basics of the constructivist theory
of learning which implies that children
actively build or construct their knowledge
of previous knowledge and experience.
From the early childhood, depending on
their abilities, they learn about the world
that surrounds them.
Halačev addressed the questions on
how to think of the library which serves
the students? How to learn collaboratively
about natural sciences using constructivist
approach? It would mean that a student
is active in the process of building his
understanding. He should be motivated
to reflect and construct knowledge by the
learning material. New knowledge relates
to what is already known, and the transformed knowledge is formed; cognition
is enhanced in collaborative tasks when,
working in pairs or small groups, students
compare and reassess their conclusions
and, at last, present the results of their
learning, teach others, and the entire
process begins again. We learned about
several strategies to develop reading and
writing for critical thinking.
Jadranka Stojanovski, Ph.D., professor
at Department of Information Sciences of
Zadar University and head librarian of the
Centre for Scientific Information at the
Rudjer Boskovic Institute, has focused her
work in the library to applying modern
technologies and forming open information systems for academic and research
needs, like CROSBI, Croatian Scientific
Portal, Hrčak, Croatian scientific publications repository. The title of her lecture
was, ‘’Open school of Science: Information
Sources for Learning and Teaching.’’
School libraries are the most important;
they are the first to educate a library user.
If a student has problems with coping with
the library, it is our problem. We should
insist on libraries being open. It is important to gather what is created in them and
in our schools and offer it to the world.
9

We are prone to use what the others have
created, while reluctant to share our own
work.
Ongoing education of us librarians and
teachers will make it is possible to create more open learning material in our
schools. Usually, this is done using Moodle. Our libraries’ websites should provide
quality online reference sources. Stojanovski provided an extensive review of
verified and accessible information sources
for use by our students and teachers.
Mathematician, physicist, philosopher,
and historian of science Marijana Borić,
Ph.D., investigates the work of distinguished Croatian scientists and mathematicians in the Renaissance period and
at the turning of modern times, who gave
a considerable contribution to the development of western European science. She
is the author of educative picture books
about Faust Vrancic and Marin Getaldic.
She comes from one rather closed institution – Croatian Academy of Science and
Arts – with an open invitation for schools
with her project Let’s Get to Know Croatian Scientific Heritage. She spoke about
Cooperation of Scientists, Libraries, and
Institutions in Popularization of Science
with Children and Youth. The project
started in 2015 when UNESCO proclaimed the 400th anniversary of Machinae novae of Faust Vrancic. A multimedia
exhibition, which included interactive educative content, computer games featuring
Vrancic’s inventions, and a film about his
life and work accompanied by lectures, was
opened the following year. The year 2018
will be dedicated to the 450th anniversary
of the birth of Marin Getaldic. A large exhibition involving a laboratory and optical
experiments is being prepared.
In the context of these activities, they
collaborate with public and school libraries. Furthermore, they wish to get as many
children as possible who are interested in
science. “Sometimes, the history of science
is more interesting than the contemporary
state of affairs”, says Borić. We add: “and
when the history is presented in a modern
way…”
The third session of the first day was
still working but on foot. We visited Fresh
Water Aquarium Aquatika, the latest city
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Knowledge Conference at River Confluence: Croatia
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

institution. Two workshops were held
there, as well as an expertly guided tour.
We ended the day with a visit to the renovated City Library Ivan Goran Kovacic, the
oldest Karlovac cultural institution, and
the promotion of a book by our colleague
Mrs. Dijana Čupić.

FIELD TRIP
In the morning of the following day,
school librarians walked around Karlovac old center and visited the School of
Economics and Tourism, which presented
an example of the collaboration of the
school library and the biology teacher – an

exhibition of butterflies.
Later we drove to Ozalj and visited their
Public Library Ivan Belostenec, then one of
the oldest and most beautiful hydro-electric power plants, and finally the old castle
with a museum. It was the most beautiful
and educational excursion.

Workshop on School Libraries in Southeast Asia
BY DILJIT SINGH

R

egional workshops provide many
benefits for participants who may
not be able to travel to international
conferences. They also allow for professional development, awareness of developments, and discussion on issues common
in the region. With this mind, the 3rd
Regional Workshop in School Libraries in
Southeast Asia was held in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia on October 2 – 3, 2017.
Attended by some 114 participants from
Southeast Asian countries, the workshop
was held to facilitate networking among
school library stakeholders in the South-

A section of the workshop participants.

Cultural performance after opening ceremony.

Director General, National Library of Malaysia,
Dato Hajjah Nafisah Ahmad delivering keynote.
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east Asian countries. It also provided opportunities for participants learn, discuss
and share experiences in the development
of school libraries. The workshop also
served as a platform for communication among those involved with school
librarianship – school librarians / teacher
librarians, Ministries of Education, Universities with LIS Departments, National
Libraries, Library Associations, publishers,
technology developers and vendors, and
other interested groups.
The workshop was organized by the Faculty of Information Management, MARA
University of Technology, Malaysia, under
the leadership on Dr. Shamila Shuhidan.
The International Association of School
Librarianship (IASL), the Educational
Technology Division of the Ministry of Education Malaysia and other organizations
also contributed towards the event.
The workshop was declared open by the
Director of Educational Technology Division, Ministry of Education Malaysia, Tuan
Haji Zaidi bin Yazid, with the keynote
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address presented by the Director-General
of the National Library of Malaysia, Dato‘
Hajah Nafisah Ahmad. The first day of the
workshop saw presentations of country
reports, and sharing of best practices from
the countries represented. The second day
saw presentations on a wide range of topics
ranging from information literacy, storytelling, community services, to content
development and e-repositories relevant
to the region. A cultural evening was also
held on the first day with dances and music to enable the participants to interact in
a casual and relaxed manner.
This workshop was the 3rd in the series
on school library developments in the
region. The first workshop was held at
Srinakharinwirot University, Bangkok,
Thailand in June 2015, the second was
held at Universitas Indonesia in Jakarta,
Indonesia in May 2016.
The next workshop on School Libraries
in Southeast Asia will be held in Naypyitaw, Myanmar on May 2, 2018. International participants are also welcome.
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Our Place, Our Situation, Our Future in Hungary
BY VERONIKA KAMAN

O

ur place, our situation, our future
- this was the main topic of the
traditional Autumn Conference
held by the School Librarians’ Association
of Hungary on the 7th of November. The
conference took place at the building of the
General Synod of the Hungarian Reformed
Church, which was an excellent place to
celebrate not just the 20th anniversary of
the independence of our association.
Our conference started with a look-back
to our roots, to the year of 1997 when our
association became independent, all the
plans and efforts been made there and
in the upcoming years during which our
membership has multipled.
With a contest we connected to the
International School Library Month, which
had the theme “School library as a meeting
point of cultures”. Groups of students from
different parts of our country took part
(accompanied by their teacher librarians)
and created wonderful works of art, board
games, school library programs, poems,
posters and so on.
On the Autumn Conference we celebrated the new winners of the SLA Memorial
Awards, which are given to those colleagues who have done something great
for the profession of teacher librarians in
Hungary.
The participants had the opportunity not
just to give a short report of the experiences they got during the IFLA WLIC held in
Wroclaw, but also to share the best practices they brought home and can be adapted
also in Hungary.

A group listens during the Autumn Conference.

Our membership has elected new
members for the Board as well, so a partly
renewed group of leaders started the work
for the upcoming years.
We have plenty of plans to work out,
some have already started! On the first
place we must mention our Sister Libraries Program, in which Hungarian school
libraries can build connections among
themselves, organize programs together
(or exchange some): the sky is the limit!
A teacher librarians’ contest is also on
it’s way, focusing on the adaptation of the
IFLA School Library Guidelines: on the
autumn conference four working groups
of teacher librarians have presented the

results of their joint work, survey research
and their best practices.
The conference ended up with the presentation of the 9th volume of our series
“Little KTE Books” – which was edited by
Cs. Bogyó Katalin and Dömsödy Andrea –
is a book of ideas for flexible school library
activities for different age groups.
We feel that we are just in the middle of
a very busy school year about which we are
very much enthusiastic! You can find more
photos and videos of our conference on the
blog of our association: https://konyvtarostanar.wordpress.com/2017/12/14/osszefoglalo-2017-es-oszi-szakmai-napunkrol/

HONOR A FEATURED LIBRARIAN

Do you know any school librarian who tirelessly
advocates for his or her students? A librarian
who deserves to be recognized for his or her
outstanding efforts?
General guidelines for nomination:
• Members can only nominate other members,
not self. Non-IASL members are not eligible.
• Candidates must have a valid e-mail
• Only the information coordinator will contact
the nominees (There is no monetary gift involved
IASL NEWSLETTER

in this honor).
We want to see the faces of IASL members, learn more
about their libraries and projects, and be inspired by
their actions. This is in no way a competition, but an
opportunity to recognize those who do so much for others.
Nominations for the next “Featured Librarian” can
now be sent to the information coordinator. If you have
any questions, please get in touch with Laura at laura@
penman-winton.com.
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AASL’s New National School Library Standards
BY LESLEY FARMER

T

he 2017 American Association
of School Librarians (AASL)
National School Library Standards (http://standards.aasl.org) have
arrived, and they reflect an aligned and
systematic way to examine the quality
of student competence, school librarian
competence, and school library program
quality. The standards
The core publication is the complex
314 page book. Content includes:
• A list of common beliefs about
school library practice and learning
environments
• A framework of five shared components: Shared Foundations, Key Commitments, Domains, Competencies and
Alignments
• Assessment
• Stakeholder scenarios
• Supporting documents (e.g., Library
Bill of Rights, AASL position statements,
LLAMA foundational competencies).
The school librarians’ roles of teacher, instructional partner, information
specialist, program administrator, and
leader are operationalized into the learning categories of Think, Create, Share,
FIGURE A

and Grow.
The shared foundations (with the key
commitments) describe the core values
that frame what learners, school librarians, and school library programs should
reflect and promote. They include:
• Inquire: building knowledge through
identifying information tasks and strategies
• Include: insuring an inclusive learning community
• Collaborate: broadening perspectives
with a common goal
• Curate: collecting, organizing, and
sharing personally meaningful resources
• Explore: experiencing and reflecting
on discovery and innovations
• Engage: creating and connecting with
others legally and ethically
One way to visualize how these
elements work together is in terms of
grid (which is shown in the book – and
the Learner framework, which can be
purchased in packs of 10 for $15), see
Figure A.
Each “cell” includes a description and
indicators. Indicators are unique for
each perspective: learner, school librari-

FIGURE B

an, and school library program.
Because the standards are aligned, you
can pivot the grid in terms of each foundational element, as shown in Figure B
for Engage.
Therefore, the standards book thus
enables you to assess along several dimensions.
The book also mentions research that
informed the standards, and incorporates adult stakeholder avatars (e.g.,
beginning and expert school librarians,
principals, parents) to give concrete
examples of how to use the standards.
The AASL standards are not an easy
read. However, they do provide a systematic way to examine practice.
The 2014 Canadian standards “Leading Learning” is another national effort
to codify research-based best practices
for school librarians. Their five core standards of practice are:
• Facilitating Collaborative Engagement to Cultivate and Empower a Community of Learners
• Advancing the Learning Community
to Achieve School Goals
• Cultivating Effective Instructional
Design to Co-plan, Teach and Assess
Learning
• Fostering Literacies to Empower
Life-Long Learning
• Designing Learning Environments to
Support Participatory Learning
The full document is available at http://
llsop.canadianschoollibraries.ca/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/llsop.pdf
As school librarians implement the
IFLA School Library Guidelines, they
can consider national standards that
reflect their socio-political and cultural
environment. You are encouraged to
share your standards on the IASL listserv
and this newsletter.

Support-A-Member (SAM) applications will now be accepted throughout the year! Funded
through the generosity of IASL members, this membership is granted for a two year term.
Learn more about how to apply for the award online iasl-online.org/awards/sam_app.
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November 11, 2017

Thank you IASL
from Manna Project
International
Ecuador!
Thanks for helping kids love reading again!
How your donation helped our Library

Books Purchased

From the MPIE site, we want to thank you for
all of your support! With the $1,000 granted,
we purchased 136 books for all ages. Since
adding these new books to our collection just
last month, over 20 of the new books have
been checked out. We have noticed in the
first week of November the number of books
checked out has increased dramatically in
comparison to previous months. This is all
thanks to our new, beautiful books for
children and young adults!
Similarly, we purchased two children’s scary
story books which were used during reading
time at the annual Halloween Party. Country
Director, Carolyn, read scary stories to over
70 kids throughout the day from two new
books we purchased with IASL funding. The
kids loved the stories and in the afternoons
now come and read the scary stories on their
own in our reading corner.

Without your support and trust in our organization,
none of this would have been possible. From everyone in
our community in Rumiloma, Ecuador, big and small, we
want to say Thank you!

One of the frequent library users, Mateo, was
so excited when he saw our new collection of
“Diario de Greg” books! He told us “these are
my favorite books, I want to take them all
home!”. Similarly, Library user Lizeth (17)
explained that having the entire Harry Potter
collection is something she has wanted from
the Library for a very long time. She
immediately checked out the first one!

IASL NEWSLETTER
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45 children’s picture books



34 middle school chapter books



18 young adult novels



1 dictionary



5 short story collections and
poetry books



4 “self-help” books for
children’s health



4 experiment/ lifestyle books



12 adult novels/ classics



13 graphic novels



136 new books in total!
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Books purchased with IASL Books for Children Grant
45 Children’s Picture Books
• El Sastrecillo Valiente La
Sirenita
• Peter Pan
• La Noche de los Ruidos
E.T. El Extra Terrestre
Historias de Miedo
• El gran libro de miedo
• El Sueño de Paul Guaguin
• El Misterio de la Niebla
• ZOOM en el arte’ otra
forma de mirar el arte
(other way to see art)
• Blancanieves y Los Siete
Enanitos Robin Hood
• Peter Pan
• Pinocho
• El libro de la selva (the
jungle book) Alice in
Wonderland
• la bella y la bestia
• cuentos de magia y
dragones
• el pirata brillante
• el mundo de arutam
• Kuyay el ingrediente
secreto
• El valiente wolof
• La niña manuela
• sonria!
• mi libro (my book)
• la emocionante historia
de un valiente gato quieres saber la verdad?
• el ministerio del colmillo
• jule y los piratas
• por cuatro esquinitas de
nada
• maestros
• ¿Eres Mi Mama?
(Bright & Early Board
Books(TM))
• verde manzana
• cuatro ojos! four eyes
• hay alguien aqui? is there
anyone here?
• los zapaticos de rosa
• capuli
• el oso, el mejor amigo
del hombre
• monstruos
• hay alguien aqui? is there
anyone here?
• los zapaticos de rosa
• capuli
IASL NEWSLETTER

•

el oso, el mejor amigo
del hombre
• monstruos
• Alexander Y El Día Terrible, Horrible, Espantoso, Horroroso
34 Middle School Chapter
Books
• Matilda
• Todos los Osos son
Zurdos
• El Arbol de Los Deseos
• El Caballero de la Armadura Oxidada
• Soy luna
• Gol futbol para novatos
• gol amistades peligrosas
• gol el pase inesperado
• ultracalavera’ siniestro
viaje de estudios
• ultravalavera socorro me
persigue una momita
• ultravalavera terror en el
viaje de egresados
• Fantasmas a domicilio
• cuentos de tio tigre tio
conejo y juan bobo
• Rosa rosita
• seguiremos siendo
amigos
• El Capitán Calzoncillos y
el terrorífico retorno de
Cacapipí:
• Diario de Greg 5. La
horrible realidad
• Diario de Greg # 6: Sin
salida (Spanish Edition)
(Diario De Greg / Diary
of a Wimpy Kid)
• Diario de Greg # 3:¡ Esto
es el colmo! (Spanish
Edition)
• Las aventuras del
Capitán Calzoncillos
(Spanish Edition)
• El Capitán Calzoncillos
y el perverso plan del
Profesor Pipicaca
• SOS la aventura de
antuan
• el superzorro
• los devoradoes
• la biblioteca secreta de la
escondida
• La Ley de Rodrick (Diario de Greg 2) (Spanish
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Edition)
Diario de Greg: Monta
tu propio diario (Spanish
Edition)
• ¡Cuenta conmigo! El torneo de fútbol (Count Me
In! Soccer Tournament)
• ¡La escuela está viva!: A
Branches Book (Escuela
de Espanto #1
• mi casa no es un naufragio
• La casa del árbol # 4
Piratas después del
mediodía
• La casa del árbol # 5
La noche de Los ninjas
(Spanish Edition)
• Dinosaurios al atardecer
(Casa del arbol) (Spanish
Edition)
• La Telaraña de Carlota
(Spanish Edition)
Young Adult Novels
• Bittersweet
• El Papagayo Azul
• El Leon, la Bruja y el
Ropero (Cronicas de
Narnia) (Spanish Edition)
• En Llamas (Hunger
Games) (Spanish Edition) Sinsajo (Mockingjay)
• los juegos del hambre
(the hunger games)
Harry Potter Spanish
7-Book Set
• Maze Runner. Correr o
Morir / Maze Runner,
Run or die (Spanish
Edition)
• Atrapado por los Buitres
Azul...
• Raffles Manos de Seda
Los Sangurimas
• 18 young adult novels
English Spanish Dictionaries
• Vocabulario Tecnico-Cientifico (Ingles Espanol)
1 Dictionary
Spanish Poetry Books / Short
Stories
• Canto General
• Cuentos De Mujer
•

•
•

Rimas y Leyendas
Doce Cuentos Peregrinos Poesia - Garcilaso de
la Vega 5 collections of
short stories
Spanish Health Books
• Los 7 Habitos de los
Adolescentes Altamente
Efectivos
• Sexualidad en la Educacion- Tomo 1 Sexualidad
en la Educacion- Tomo 2
Sexualidad en la Educacion- Tomo 3
4 Science/Math/Experiment
Books in Spanish
• Agua
• Reto al Algebra
• Nuevas Tendencias En
Marketing
• Tacticas Magistrales de
Venta
12 Adult novels and Classics
• Forjadores de la Historia Ecuatoriana - Eloy
Alfaro
• Politica social contemporanea en America Latina
• Forjadores de la Historia
Ecuatoriana - Atahualpa
• Madame Bovary
• Diabolica
• Los Funerales de la
Mama Grande
• El Confesor
• Homero- La Odiesa
• Homero- La Iliada
• Negocie y gane
• Everest El Mundo de los
Ordenadores Bridget
Jones’s Diary
Graphic Novels
• La Muerte y La Fresa
• Hasta Luego, Periquito;
Buenas Noches, Hermanita
• Recuerdos en la Lluvia
• El Arquero Quincy Te
Odia
• El Brazo Derecho Del
Gigante Star Wars series
1-8
13 graphic novels

TOTAL BOOKS
PURCHASED:
136 BOOKS
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